Streamline your search experience.
Introducing the new and improved online Test Directory.

Our next generation search tool (formerly Test Center) has new, advanced features to help you quickly identify the right test.

- Side-by-side test comparisons
- Search strength indicator
- Auto-complete
- Advanced filtering

A completely new search engine
Get results quickly using advanced filtering tools and a simpler interface. Filter through thousands of tests to see the handful that best meet your criteria.

Smarter, more reliable results
A search indicator displays the strength of your search criteria as you narrow down tests that are right for your patient.

Mobile-friendly
A simplified search experience works the same on any device, providing faster access to test information on desktop and mobile.

Do more with new action menus
Ordering codes, test guides, and additional information are always 1 click away.

Discover all of the powerful, new features at QuestDiagnostics.com/NewTestDirectory.
The Test Directory streamlines your search, making it easier to find, filter, and compare tests. Test it out for yourself and you’ll notice numerous other advancements throughout, including:

- Improved Test Details page
- Common action menus that reduce clicks
- Share buttons for search results and test details
- Prominently displayed order codes and 1-click access to resources
- Side-by-side test comparisons

Auto-complete and filtering
The search experience has been completely redesigned to provide more targeted searches by test name, diseases, conditions, test codes, and more. As soon as you begin typing, an auto-complete feature will show you similar, relevant search phrases.

Search strength and filter tags
Increase your search strength by providing account number or zip code, or filtering by specialty to see a narrowed down list of matching tests. Filtered selection tags appear below the search bar and make it easy to click/tap the X to turn them off.

Side-by-side test comparisons
Choose up to 3 tests from your search results to quickly view a side-by-side comparison of test features, including reference ranges, specimen types, testing method, and more.

Visit QuestDiagnostics.com/NewTestDirectory to begin searching. Contact TestDirectoryFeedback@QuestDiagnostics.com for questions or comments. Connect with your sales representative for more information.